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The Battle of the Atlantic, which lasted from September until
the defeat of Germany in , was the war's longest continuous
military campaign. During six .
BBC - History - World Wars: The Battle of the Atlantic: The
U-boat peril
These had to be transported in merchant ships across the
Atlantic Ocean, where they could be attacked by German
submarines (U-boats) and warships. Winston Churchill coined
the phrase 'Battle of the Atlantic' on 6 March , deliberately
echoing the Battle of Britain to emphasise.
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Battle of the Atlantic, in World War II, a contest between the
Western Allies and the Axis powers (particularly Germany) for
the control of Atlantic.
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The Battle of the Atlantic, which lasted from September until
the defeat of Germany in , was the war's longest continuous
military campaign. During six .
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The Battle of the Atlantic, which lasted from September until
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The resulting demands on the dockyard at Brest caused delays
in the servicing of U-boats as there was a shortage of workers
with the right skills. To counter this, the crewmen were
issued with an 'MN' lapel badge to indicate they were serving
in the Merchant Navy. The best source proved to be the
codebreakers of B-Dienst.
Kindlelocation—ofEarlyinthewarGermanwarshipsmadeanumberofforaysin
The US did not have enough ships to cover all the gaps; the
U-boats continued to operate freely during the Battle of the
Caribbean and throughout the Gulf of Mexico where they
effectively closed several US ports until July, when the
British-loaned escorts began arriving. You may find it helpful
to search within the site to see how similar or related
subjects are covered.
WinstonChurchilloncewrotethat,'TheBattleoftheAtlanticwaswonbytheA
asked Parliament for "many more ships and great numbers of
men" to fight "the Battle of the Atlantic", which he compared
to the Battle of Francefought the previous summer.
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